
to be attached to the e-mail and send to:

email@premiocomel.it
object: “Subscription COMEL Award 2022”

ANNEX A1
E-MAIL SUBMISSION FORM

SUBMISSION FORM Vanna Migliorin COMEL Award Contemporary art 2022

Painting    Sculpture & Installation  Photography  Design

Title *

Size (base x height x depth, expressed in cm) *

Technical characteristics and materials used in the artwork *

Year of creation *

ARTWORKDATA
Name & Surname (or art nickname) * 

Web site

E-mail *

Phone number * 

Place of work (Nation, city, province) * 

Resident in *

Place of birth (Nation) - Date of birth * 

* Indicates required fields 

TO BE ATTACHED:

Artwork: 3/5 Images with title and year of creation
technical characteristics, materials, size.” (1)

1 Biography (preferably in .PDF Format)

2

The images, taken from different perspectives and showing clearly the 
features of the work, have to be in jpeg/.jpg, RGB format with 300 dpi 
max. and a maximum weight of 5 Mb. The image files have to be named 
only with the name and surname of the artist followed by an underscore 
and a sequential number (e.g. namesurname_01.jpg, etc.).

(1)

Signature

Agree

How did you know COMEL Award?Place and Date

1/1

He/she hereby declares that he/she has fully read the rules and regulations of ‘Vanna Migliorin’ COMEL Award Contemporary 
Art 2022 referred to the Contest Announcement and that he/she fully accepts the terms and conditions contained in this 
announcement. - He/she hereby authorizes the organizers, in accordance with Legislative Decree No. 196/2003, to insert his/
her personal data and all given information concerning his/her activity and particularly concerning the artwork/project submitted 
for participating in the ‘Vanna Migliorin’ COMEL Award Contemporary Art 2022 in their database and he/she also authorizes 
the treatment of the above mentioned data and informations.

Premio COMEL Administrative Office
phone (+39) 0773 487546 • FAX 0773 697940

• e-mail: info@premiocomel.it www.premiocomel.it
• www.facebook.com/PremioComel

INFO

DEADLINE: AUGUST 28TH 2022

Premio Internazionale d'Arte Contemporanea
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